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AS Ceedldetee Statements
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A.S. Elections Supplement to h
The following are statements submitted to the PawPrint by candidates for A. S. office. They are printed here without any editing
done fay The PawPrint. The statements are printed in the order that the name will appear on the ballot.

Candidates for the office of A.S. President

Last Thursday night provided a good example of how the present A.S. admini^ation
is wasting your money. There was a performer in the Pub that was publicized well and
went over really big. Competing with this was a disco in the multi-purpose room that
was put on over the objections of the Activities Committee, having been ram-rodded
down their throat by A.S. President Kathy Fortner just three days before it took place.
It received very little publicity, and only had a mediocre turnout.
Now, the entertainer in the Pub was playing for $50. The disco cost $200. ($200 Is
what is usually paid for the best discos with elaborate light shows. This was not one of
the better discos.) Your money is wasted once again.
But then, this year's administration has a long record of broken promises and inac
tion. What has A.S. done for you this year besides the same old thing?
But we have plenty of talk, for Fortner promises much. Last fall, she told us that she
had "many more activities and services planned". No one has ever even seen these
plans, much less any actual activities or services.
That's why, this year, I'm asking you to elect people who have proven that they get
things done rather than just talk about them.
The list, of course, starts with myself, Tim Hamre, known to most this year as the
Managing Editor of The PaiuPrtnt, the one who sees to it that a newspaper is produced
every week. Last year, as Executive Assistant to the A.S. President, 1 was responsible
for a lot of improvements including being the mover and shaker behind restructuring
the government. (It would work great if we had the right people.) The previous year,
as Business Manager for The PauiPrint, I was one of the architects of the most dramatic
improvement The PawPrint ever had on this campus . (We more than doubled circula
tion, doubled the size, and doubled the budget while I almost tripled the advertising
revenue.) I have a long, established record of getting things done and doing them well.
John Fiathers, my running mate for Vice-president, has been very active in Serrano
Village where he's known for getting things done. (None of the other VP candidates
have a record of doing anything concrete this year.) Veronica Rodarte, a newcomer
this year, has been accomplishing things in MEChA. The five candidates for the Board
of Directors, all of whom are on our ticket, are also doers instead of talkers.
The Fortner campaign is using a slogan of "Leaders for a Change". (Carter's 1976
campaign slogan.) It's interesting that an incumbent who has demonstrated a total leK:k
of leadership should use this slogan. I agree that we need leaders for a change. That's
why you should elect the winning team of HAMRE—FLATHERS—RODARTE. A
Team for Positive Action in 1980.
—Urn Hamre

Jim Fuentes is also running for AS President

For the past year I have ^vorked for the students of ihis campus as A.S. President. I
want to continue to work for you so 1 am running for a second term.
1 have learned many valuable lessons through my experiences this past year. I know
that this knowledge will make me a more effective president this coming year, if
elected.
I have learned that you must have two things to make a student government more
effective, continuing communication and team work. Communication must be ongo
ing to get feedback on present programs from the students on campus and to keep in
formed on the needs of our fellow students so that new programs can be developed.
Team work is important. esp>€Cially among the three executive officers so programs can
be run and developed smoothly and quickly. Because I have learned how important
team work is I am running on a ticket with two people, Paul Woodruff and Wayne
Thies. We feel that, while we could work with any other candidates, student govern
ment will be most effective if we can work as a team.
While I feel I" am the best candidate for the job of President because of the ex
periences I have had this year I also feel I can build on my accomplishments this year.
For example, I worked with other student officers in order to strengthen communica
tion between A.S. and the students that it serves. These goals included an on-going ef
fort by each A S. officer to talk with their constituents via coffee hours in which they go
out to the students to gain their opinions on A S. These efforts will continue
throughout the year and the information gained will be used to evaluate programs and
in budgeting for next year.
I have worked with individuals and clubs to gain funding for their projects and to
help solve problems that they have with some facet of the campus, whether it be a
academic grievance or a problem in gaining a necessary service.
On a statewide level I have worked through the California State Students Associa
tion to keep Student Services Fees from increasing, stopping tuition, and revamping
the General Education Requirements. The CSSA is also working to get evaluations or
reviews of administrators and tenured faculty.
My goals for next year, other than increasing communication and teamwddtitfe to
get funding for an already developed commuter and evening students services pro
gram, expanding a housing information service 1 began this summer and making the
•Sfudcnt Services area and the Foundation more responsive to the needs of all
students.
I believe that overall this year's A.S. administration was successful in many areas.
While this administration suffered a few minor setbacks, we were willing to identify pro
blems, and react to constructive criticism from our fellow students. I ask that you once
again vote for me, Kathy Fortner, for A.S. President.

Don't forget! Vote April 23 and 24, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
*'

Polls located at crossroads or south side of Library

Kathy FortMr
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Candidates for the office of A.S.
Students who attended an A.S. Board of
CMrectors meeting this year usually came
away in shock. They could not believe that
their fellow college students could run things
so inefficiently. Sometimes it amazes me that
they actually do "something" rather than just
send it to committee.
A recent example of this is the funding re
quest to pay for the supplement that this
statement is appearing in. The A.S. ex
ecutive offiers (including current vicepresident Sandy Case) had the request for
over six weeks before the Board of Directors
even heard about it!
There is a definite need for a better and
stronger Vice-president. A.S. needs some
one who will see to it that things get through
the Board of Directors and get done. How
can the Board of Directors act if the ex
ecutive officers don't even give them the in
formation they need?
I am the person to fill that need. I'm John
Flathers. Through my activities in the Ser
rano Village Council, Sports Editor for The
PawPrint, and as an intramural team
organizer, 1 have shown that I am a person
who gets things done. I don't just talk about
it.
I am also a person who recruits and
motivates other people to action. Examples
of this include circulating petitions in the
dorms which gather 200 signatures over
night, and organizing volunteers from the
Village to aid recent flood victims.

I'm also running on a ticket with other can
didates who are dedicated to action rather
than talk. Presidential candidate Tim Hamre
has been constantly doing things for the
students of this campus for the last three
years. Veronica Rodartc. running for
Treasurer, has been active in campus clubs.
And then there are all the candidates for the
Board of Directors, which Tim and I
recruited. Even though we hold a variety of
views, we are dedicated to working with
each other for beneficial action for the
students. .
If you want someone actually working for
you, instead of just giving you lip service,
thenvotc John Flathers for Vice-President.

John Flathers

During the last two years, the people of
California having been voting for tax cuts
wherever and when ever the opportunity has
presented itself. This year, another of the
Howard Jarvis Tax Disasters will be before
the voters and this time public services and
student services will not fare as well as they
did under Proposition 13. If Proposition 9
passes it is probable that tuition across the
Cal-State system will be instituted or fees
raised to a leva! that will eliminate thousands
of students from the class rooms across the
State. If Proposition 9 passes the services
and programs of the Associated Students
would also be cut due to this decline in stu
dent enroll ment at a time of its most urgent
need. A ticket that is offered you in the form
of Fortner, Woodruff, Thies. is an oppor
tunity to elect students that have the ex
perience and energy to make the decisions
and the budget cutbacks needed as well as
well as minimising the damage to student
services.
Many of the dorm students have legitimate
complaints such as foo d quality that should
be heard and acted upon. This opportunity
would come in an A.S. Government of
FORTNER, WOODRUFF, THIES.
The commuting students have also expressed a need for upgrading the public
transportation system that they depend on
for transportation to the campus. Demands
such as these are not under our control, but
we can bring pressure upon local govern
ment agencys regarding the transportion
problems.
Night students also have expressed a fecl-

ing of being left out of the activities that are
sponsored by the Associated Students. This
problem is one which will be difficult to solve
due to the fact that having two of the same
activity, one at day and one in the evening is
not practical or economically possible.
However, the Associated Students could
sponsor more programs during the evening
class ^hedule.
All of the problems mentioned above that
will face the student government here next
year cannot be solved without teamwork and
a leadership ability that will tie them together
as a team that seeks to change the existing
environment of stagnation. The ticket of
FORTNER, WOODRUFF, THIES gives the
voters the chance to elect leaders, for a
change.

Paul A. Woodruff

-President

Initially, my intent had been to run for the
office of President; in fact 1 have circulated
petitions for both offices. I gave this matter
very careful consideration prior to reaching
my decision. I am well acquainted with the
abilities and personalities of the two main
and possible third write-in candidates for
President. I feel that they all possess the ex
perience and capabilities required of the of
fice and would do acceptable jobs in this
capacity. I then survej^ed the field of
declared candidates for the V.P. slot. In
them, I could not find one that I would want
to be saddled with as President; therefore I
am running myself.
Last June, the Associated Students, of
which we are all members, adopted a new
Constitution. In practical administration of
the A S. offices, the primary responsibility
practice on many other campuses. !am still
for campus affairs falls to the Vice President.
very much interested in getting this project
This leaves the President free to handle the
off the ground. Shortly thereafter, I was ask
state-leval matters, such as Fortner has been
ed to apply for an open position on the
criticized for doing. This makes the V P. job
Review Board; while still considering this, I
far more crucial and important than most
was offered appointment as the Humanities
students realize; one certainly worth of an
Representative to the A.S. Board of Direc
experienced and well-qualified person.
tors, which I accepted and now hold. Since
. I have been actively involved in student af
coming on the Board, I have made my
fairs since my arrival here at Cal State last
presence felt at all levels all over campus. I
year. Beginning as a reporter for The
can in no way be accused of being a 'rubber
PawPrint last Spring, I was offered and ac
stamp' representative.
cepted the position of Executive Editor. I
I believe that I am the only candidate for
worked on the paper through Fall quarter
Vice President possessing the combination of
and still write as a contributing editor on oc
experience, knowledge, ability and proven
casion. Since then I have become more
performance necessary for the effective ex
political, initially working with President
ecution of this officff. To do it, 1 need your
Fortner on a committee to study the feasibili
vote. Thank you.
ty of student evaluation of faculty, which is in
James Lyne

Hello, my name is Sandy Case and I am
running for the office of Vice President. I feel
that I am mo.«t qualified for the office
because; I have had some experience in
Associated Students. I was a Freshman
Senator and the Administration Represen
tative on the Board of Directors. I have serv
ed as the Chair of the Rules Committee for
the last year and a half. One of the issues
that the Rules Committee has had to deal
with was: Being a mediator in the PFM con
tract disputes . . . The Rules Committee
called both parties together and sat down
and discussed the problem. From this
meeting the problems were resolved. In*
January 19801 was promoted to the office of
the Vice President, which was vacated. I was
the Pro Tern of the Board of Directors and
next in line for the position. According to the
Constitution, 1 was to move up as the ch<un
in,command. 1 am currently serving as the
Vice President of the Board of Directors.
I am well known with many administrators
on campus, as well as many students. I am a
member of the Foundation Board and a
member of the Student Union Board of
Directors.
One of the main issues that I will be deal
ing with next, when elected is your educa
tion. The main reason we are on campus is
for an education and without an higher
education we would not be able to do must
in the job market. Your education is a very
real issue to me as is my education. After the
issue of education, the next issue I will be
dealing with is the activities on campus. I am
around this year for any student to come and

see me with any of your proUems.
One of the issues I have dealt with this
year is the quality of the vending food
machines. 1 am looking into many of the
problems that have come to my attention
and very shortly, I will have the answers to
some of your problems about the vending
machines. Hiis will be published in the
PawPrint and available to any interested stu
dent.
I will work with the Administrators and the
students to see that the students get the most
for their money. Just remember,-Lhave had
experience and have a better chance of get
ting more things done, because I have
already started on many of these done.
Please remember to vote for Sandy Case
for A.S; Vice President on April 23 or 24th.

Sandy Case

The special supplement was funded by the Associated Students.

April 15.19»

Candidates for the office
of A.S. Treasurer
My name is Veronica Rodarte and 1 am
running for A.S. Treasurer. Currently I am a
freshman majoring in Criminal Justice and 1
am seaetary for M.E.Ch.A.
I feel that I am a reliable person and when
a task is put in front of me 1 get the job done.
My past experiences with organizations
have required leadership skills, as well as
writing budget proposals and record keep

ing.
If I am elected A.S. Treasurer 1 will do my
very best to fulfill the duties of this office. I'm
going into the job knowing what is expected
of me and 1 am looking forward to the
challenge. The job of Treasurer is not one of
the easier positions but it is the one best
suited for me.

Veronica Rodarte

Veronlcxi Rodarte wa» camera shy last week.

My name is Wayne Thies. I am running on
the Fortner/Woodruff ticket for Treasurer
and 1 am presently a junior attending nite
classes in business administration. Organiza
tions that I am involved with during the day
are; the publications board, president of the
Newman Club, and part-time employee of
the Boy Scouts of America.
Being a night student 1 understand their
needs. Some of the desires expressed by
night students 1 spoke with were: club
meetings, seminars, and bands performing
at night in addition to the day activities. It
takes hard work and dedication to effectively
impliment these ideas.
After speaking to several dorm students I
found among their many and varied needs a
desire for a college social life. Cal State being
located where it is can leave the dorm stu
dent without transportation feeling isolated
and bored. I hope to alleviate this problem
by putting greater emphasis on the needs of
the students (i.e., B.B.Q.'s, hikes, outings,
dances) these tasks take originality, imagina

AS Candldatep Statcfnte
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Student Office Responsibilities
The following are the general duties and responsibilities for
Associated Student Officers.

President:
General administrator and spokesperson for the Associated Students. Oversees the
total organizational structure of A.S. Govemrnent. Represents CSCSB students on a
statewide level as a member of the California Student Presidents Association. Appoints
individuals to Executive Committees such as Activities, Elections, Student Slices,
Sports, Publicity and any ad hod committees that may be formed. Appoints individuals
to college wide committees such as Instructionally Related Program Board, Publica
tions Board. Student Services Advisory Board. Is a member of and chairs the Student
Union Board of Directors. Works with faculty and administrators in initiating solutions
to problems raised by the general student body. Appoints members to the A.S. review
board when vacancies occur. Is responsible for the overall budget under which A.S.
operates. Supervises the A.S. Office secretary.

Vice-President:
In the absence of the President, is responsible for all the duties assigned to the Presi
dent. Chairs the A.S. Board of Directors. Oversees the operation of the Board and its
committees. Appoints members to the Boards two standing committees — Appropria
tions and Rules. Sets the agenda for Board meetings. Supervises the work of the
Board secretary. Is accountable and responsible for the budget under which A.S.
operates. Is a member of the Student Union Board of Directors. Conducts other duties
as assigned by the A.S. President.

Treasurer:

tion, and organization.
it takes teamwork to get anything done
and in order to fulfill these needs if they are
at all feasible, you need to elect a team that is
willing and able to work hard together —
Kathy Fortner (Pres.), Paul Woodruff
(V.P.), and Wayne Thies (Treas).

Wayne Thies

Don't Forget

VOTE

Is the chief fiscal officer for the Associated Students. Is accountable and responsible
for the daily fiscal operation of the Associated Students. Approves ail budgeted
monetary expenditures for the Associated Students. Presents a monthly review of A.S.
accounts to the Board of Directors. Is responsible for the preparation of the A.S.
budget and chairs the Finance Board. Advises the President and Vice-President as to
the status of the budget and pending monetary requests. Advises all clubs, organiza
tions, and individuals as to the proper procedures for requesting and expending A.S.
funds. Works with the College's Accounting Office to insure compliance with policy
and maintain an up to date accounting of A.S. finances. May perform other duties ai
assigned by the A.S. President.

Board of Directors:
Members from the seven constituent areas are responsible for representing the con
cerns of their representative groups. Actively participates in the decision making pro
cess to provide for a democratic order in resolving conflict, achieving maximum
benefits for students, and providing for an efficient and accountable program for ex
pending A S. funds for the benefit and good of tf^e total campus community. Draft
legislation, review policy and establish procedures that maintain the viability of A.S.
Government and further the goals and objectives of said government. Are members of
standing committees or ad hoc committees. Maintain regular office hours. May per
form other duties as assigned by the A S. Vice-President.

Wednesday, April 23
Thursday, April 24
Polls will be open from

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and will be located at
Crossroads between Creative Arts and the Library

Hear the candidates speak
at the

Candidates
Foram
Monday, April 21

or

1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

South Side of Library

Student Union Patio
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Candidates for seats on the
A.S. Board of Directors
School of Administration

George Finizio
at the

Usa Larimore is running for a seat on the Boeird of Directors to repre
sent the school of Administration.

Student

School of Education
No candidate will appear on the ballot to represent the School of
Education. Write-in candidates must receive at least 25 votes.

Union

School of Humanities
No candidate will appear on the ballot to represent the School of
Humanities. Write-in candidates must receive at least 25 yotcs.

Patio
'-K-

School of Social and Behavioral Sciences
I would like to lead off this statement with
some biographical information. My name Is
Mike Smith and I em. a Pelitical Science Ma^
jor in my thit#ye«r # CSCSB. I'm 21 years
old and live in San iiemardino.
Although I am the only candidate for the
Board of Directors from the School of Social
and Behavioral Sciences, 1 feel my reasons
for wanting the job and my qualifications for
running should be known to the students.
Why do 1 want to be on the Board of
Directors? For the same reason I joined The
PawPrint staff in the fall. I was tired of complaining about what was going on around
campus and doing nothing more than griping about it. The best way to get something
done is to do it yourself or find someone you

Enjoy the music of

•

Wednesday, April 16
12 noon to 1 p.m.
"a tru/y remarkoble performer"
sponsored by A.S. Activities

mAsr^ti

4:

Thursday, April 2 4

t> .li*-;

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Student Union Multi-Purpose Room

'
,,
^
What are my qualrf,cations? During my
three years here 1 have been involved and

' h«« met a good ero» s«t!on of
Students which in turn not only Will help me
constituents, hut the entire student body as well

"'o
KCAPE and The PawPrint. Since 1 joined
ne Paw^int I have risen from Assistant
Editor of Inframurals to my present position
of News Editor, Through all of these ac-

running on a ticket headed up by
Presidential candidate Tim Hamre. Tim's
views run along the same lines as do mine
^.nd I whole-heartedly support his election
Mike Smith

School of Natural Sciences
Anthony Duncan is running for a seat on the Board of Directors to
represent the school of Natural Sciences.

Interdisciplinary, Special & Dual Majors
Rhonda Booth is running for a seat on the Board of Directors to repre
sent Interdisciplinary, Special and Dual Majors.

sponsored by A.S. Activities

Game Tournaments
Every Monday at Noon
in the Student Union
Sponsored by A.S. Activities

PSYCHO*' is the most thrilling of
thrillers; even Hitchcock has never
bettered some of its shock effects.
Cinema Eye, Cinema Ear

Undeclared Majors
I'm Umar Masoud, and I'm running for the '
seat on the AS Board of Directors to repre
sent Undeclared Majors. Even though I'm
running unopposed I felt that you should
know who I am since it is you who I wish to
work for.
One big problem with student government
on this campus is that no one knows who
they are because they keep too low of a pro
file. Do you know who your representative
is?
I knew very little about student govern
ment until I was approached by Tim Hamre
who Is running for President, and I am back
ing him and John Flathers and Veronica
Rodarte.
So who am 1? I'm Umar Masoud. I'm a
student from Pakistan who is enjoying this
you anytime. So don't forget to vote for me
campus. I can be found in Mojave dorm
on April 22 and 23.
where I live, and I'll be happy to talk with
Umar Maeoud

Don't forget! Vote April 23 and 24, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

DncM br

ALFRED

Friday Movie — 6 & 9 p.m.
student Union Multl-Purpose Room

Polls located at crossroads or south side of Library
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Art

Travel Section

Free 1980
Travel Catalog

Expeditions Search For Students
Have you ever wanted to sail the
South Paciiic, climb mountains in
Alaska, dig for pre-historic man in
India, or trace the route of Marco
Polo through China? A new firm
— Expedition Research. Inc. —
has launched a campaign to register adventure-minded college
students who are looking to join
expeditions.
Expedition Research, Inc
a
placement service for advchtL.ers
and explorers, is now accepting
applications for college studero,
photographers, scuba divert,
mountain climbers, archaeologists,
ocean sailors, scientists, and other

explorers who want to be placed
on various scientific and ex
ploratory expeditions worldwide.
Over 100 expeditions have ap
proached ERl for team members.
These projects range from ar
chaeological excavations to
Himalayan mountaineering, from
oceanographic surveys and cave
exploration to scientific investiga
tions on all six continents. Some
expeditions award salaries, com
missions and royalties to team
members: others require cost shar
ing. Expeditions last from several
days
several months.
Registrants also receive resume

forms which are placed on file to fill
urgent requests. Resumes are
cross-indexed and computerc. -• .d to facilitate fast retrieval.
Registration with ERl costs $15
per year for students ($20 regular).
Registgrants receive monthly issues
of Exploration, resume forms, and
a 20 percent mail order discount
on outdoor equipment ordered
through Eastern Mountain Sports.
Students may register by sending
$15 to Expedition Research, Inc.,
P-.O. Box 467R. Cathedral and
Franklin Streets, Annapolis,
Maryland 21404, or write for fur
ther information.

Sierra Club Service Trips Work
To Preserve Wilderness
Imagine . . . It is 6 a.m. From
the center of camp, you can hear
the cook steurting the bre and
heating water. A thin coating of
frost on your sleeping bag gives
evidence of the chilly night. Will
the sun ever get down here? Bit.
Ow, those are some sore muscles.
Well, they ought to be . . . you
helped build a quarte' mile of new
trail yesterday, around this
meadow, to replace the old trail
through it. Hard work, but 15 peo
ple can sure get a lot done. After
breakfast, you could read, or do
some fishing, or look up the names
of some of these flowers that the
leader keeps pointing out. A few
people are going up Mt. Pulaski,
more power to 'em. For now, it
feels good to just lie here under the
sky, watching the trees grow . . .
Every summer since 1958, the
Sierra Club has fielded one or
more Service Trips as a part of its
National Outings Program. These

10-day outings combine the fun a
group adventure in the wilderness
with the rewards of a work ex
perience building trails, cleaning up
campsites (or abandoned buildings
of wrecked aircraft) or restoring
overused land. This summer, 19
such trips will be run in the U.S.
and Canada.
Most Service Trips require some
backpacking experience, but the
main prerequisite is enthusiasm for
the work project. If you would like
to work in this most direct way to
pre^rve a small part of America's
wilderness, then, consider taking
part in one of the 19 different
outings.
Trips a^e open to Club members
and to members of groups which
grant reciprocal privileges (such as
the Audubon Society). Food and
cooking equipment are provided;
trip members supply their own
camping gear and transportation to
the roadhead.

African Summer
The American Forum for Inter
national Study will begin Its 13th
year ot African travel/study pro
grams in July with four distinct pro
grams.
Dr. Melvin Drimmer, President
of the American Forum, announc
ed that its AFRICA '80 programs
will travel to Senegal, Ghana,
Togo, Benin, and Nigeria in West
Africa, Ethiopia and Tanzania in
East Africa,' and to Egypt. All
Forum programs meet with leading
African statesmen, writers, artists,
and cultural representatives as well
as traveling on extensive field work
programs throughout the countries
visited.
The featured program is Cornparative Cross African Societies
which in 22 days will visit Senegal,
Ghana, Togo, Benin, Ethiopia,
Tanzania, and Egypt. The first pro
gram begins July 11. The second
program begins August 1.
Two new programs will also be
featured. These include a Comparative West Africarx Societies
program which travels to Senegal,
Ghana, Togo, Benin, and the
Ivory Coast. The program lasts fif

Study Programs

teen days. The second program is
Cornparotive East African Soctef/es
which travels to Egypt, Tanzaniz,
and Ethiopia, and is also 15 days in
length. Both programs have July
and August departures.
The final program is African
Studies in Nigeria and it will be
Held on the campus of the Univer
sity of Ibadan under the auspices of
world reknown Institute of African
Studies. The program lasts three
weeks. Field trips are scheduled to
various sites in western Nigeria.
The program begins July 11th.
Adelphi University will award
graduate or undergraduate credit
for those who take the program for
academic credit. Enrollment is op
tional.
Leaders of these nationally
recognized programs will be Pro
fessor Margaret Burroughs of the
DuSable Museum, Chicago; Pro
fessor Cyril Packwood of the City
University of New York; and Pro
fessor Harold Rogers of the City
Colleges of Chicago.
Costs for the programs range
from $1960 to $2780. Selective
scholarship assistance' is an

The trip fee of $65 covers only
half of the trip expenses. Each
trip's deficit is offset by the Sierra
Club, the hosting land agency, and
by earmarked donations to the
Sierra Club Foundation.
Trip staff include a leader, a
cook, one or more trainees, and a
doctor. Doctors volunteer as trip
staff in return for a waiver of the
trip fee. Several doctors are still
needed for the 1980 outings; in
terested persons should contact
Dr. Robert Majors, Service Trips
Doctor Coordinator, 3508
Williamsborough Court, Raleigh.
NC 27609.
To learn more about particular
outings : 1) Consult the 1980 Sierra
Club Outing Catalog, or 2) request
a detailed description, called a trip
supplement, from the Club Outing
Office, or 3) talk with the trip reservationist at the Outing Office, "530
Bush St., San Francisco, CA
94108; (415) 981-8634.

Announced
ticipated.
At the conclusion of the pro
grams, participants may spend an
optional week in Cairo, Athens,
the-Middle East, Israel, or Amster
dam.
All American Forum programs
are interracial and interreligious.
Participants include educators at all
levels from all across the United
States, Canada, and the West In
dies. Clergy, journalists, artists,
social workers, librarians, and
health professionals also par
ticipate in the programs. Students
can participate upon recommenda
tion from their colleges.
Now in its 13th year, the
American Forum was the pioneer
in the development of summer
study programs for educators in
African Studies in Africa. More
than 1800 have participated in the
Forum's 34 previous programs.
A catalogue and additional infor
mation about the programs may be
obtained by writing the American
Forum for International Study,
14311 Souch Woodland Road,
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120 or by
calling 216-751-7171.
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The Council on International
Educational Exchange (CIEE), an
nounces the publication of the
1980 Student Travel Catalog.
Application forms are provided
for the International Student Iden
tity Card and CIEE's Work Abroad
programs, which cut through the
red tape facing students who want
to work overseas. Budget accom
modations, Eurail and Br' ij
passes, car rentals, travel insur <ce
and student tours of Europe,
Israel, the U.S.S.R and China
may also be booked through the
catalog. While some services of
fered are available only to students,
many are open to all.
The catalog contains a schedule

Study In Denmark
A new opportunity for study in
Denmark will be offered this fall
when Scandinavian Seminar
begins its one-semester program
for college students and other
adults. The program will start at the
end of July and extend over the fall
months till mid-December.
It will be run along the same lines
as Scandinavian Seminar's regular
academic year program in Den
mark, Finland, Norway or
Sweden. After a short introductory
course, the students will participate
in an intensive two-week language
course and then spend some time
with a Danish family practicing the
language.
From early September the
students will live and study among
Scandinavians at Danish folk
schools (small residential liberal
arts schools), where they will fur
ther improve their language skills
and immerse themselves in the
Danish life and culture.
On the basis of a detailed written
evaluation, recommendation for
credit will be sent to each student's
home college or university. The
fee, covering tuition, room, board
and course-connected travel in
Denmark, is $3,500 for this fivemonth program. Interest-free loans
are granted on the basis of need, as
are a few small scholarships. Ap
plications for the program will be
accepted until May 15th.
For further information, write to:
Scandinavian Seminar, 100 East
85th Street, New York, N.Y.
10028.

^

^

^

r

Thursday-Cal-State Nile

of CIEE's Summer 1980 charter
program of low-cost flights from
New York to Paris, Amsterdam
and Tel Aviv. Students on this "nostrings" service are able to make
firm seat reservations at any time
prior to departure and travel one
way or round trip. They may fly in
to and return from any of the three
gateway cities and are not
restricted as to length of stay.
The extensive network of stu
dent flights linking cities in Europe,
Asia, Africa and Australia makes it
possible for students to fly around
the world at affordable prices.
These fares provide discounts of
up to 65 percent over commercial
fares and are available in the U.S.
only through CIEE or its appointed
agents. Full details are in the
Catalog.
The catalog may be obtained
fromVCIE^ Dwt. STC 80, 205
East 42nS Street, New York, NY
100.17 (212) 661-1414 or 312
Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA
94108 (415) 421-3473 enclosing
50 cents for postage and handling.

Dial..
asninmerjob:
800-331-1000

Work as a Manpower
temporary. Flexible
sch^ules. Good pay.
Assignments available in
your college town or
hometown. Please call,
toll free.

Oi MANPOWER'
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Where your friends meet

Pitcher of Beer: $1.25
Hot Dogs: .30
Famous Burgers '— Fireside Lounge — Chile
Pool Tables — PInball — Games
Party Keg Beer Available with Dispenser
And Wine to Go.

Your Hosts: Bill and Marela
842 Kondall Dr.
883-4917
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Past, Present And Future
by Dawna Gregory
Tickets are now on sale for the Theatre Art
Department's first production.
Past, Present And Future, a series of three
one-act plays, will be directed by Theatre
majors Corrine Soto and Don Gruber and
Theatre Arts professor, Dr. Amanda Sue
Rudisill.
The significance of the title is that each era
is represented by one one-act play, It will be
combining the styles of Commedia dell'arte,
realism and absurdity into a studio produc
tion to be presented in CA 143.
We willbe taken back into the "Past'
through Aria Da Capo written by Edna St.
Vincent Millay. Directed by Corrine Soto,
Aria Da Capo satirizes war and society of
that time.
Next we will be brought back to the "F'resent" by Leonard Melfi's Ferri/boat which
takes place on a Staten Island ferryboat in
New York. Don Gruber is the director of this
realistic one-act.
And, finally, we will be taken into the
"Future" via The Last Word! Or What To
Say About It .. . written by James
Broughten and directed by Dr. Amanda Sue

REHEARSING FOR UPCOMING SHOW — Ken Johnson and Marisa Wine practice a
scene in the upcoming theatre production ol "Past, Present and Future." Tickets are
now on sale In the Theatre Arts Department Office for the play which opens April 23 and
continues April 24-27. The show is actually three one-act plays from the past, the pre
sent and projecting into the future. All shows will take place in Room 143 of the Creative
Arts Building. The performances are at 8:15 p.m. except for Sunday. April 27 when cur
tain time is 2 p.m.

TOGA

PARTY AND
QANCE
F u n d r a i s e r b y t h e C o m m i t t e e t o elect J a m e s L y n e , v .p.

WED., APRIL 16
8-1a.m. SJU.M.P
$1.50 j\diT\issioq^ to
IJANCE
FREE Refifesl|n[|ei)J§!!

Rudisill. The action for this one-act play
takes place in The Last Chance Bar during a
war in the near future.
This is a'complete student produced pro
ject with the exception of Dr. Rudisill who is
also the advisor for the production. Past,
Present and Future is the first studio theatre
production to be presented on campus and
should prove to be an entertaining evening
of adult theatre.
The stage manager for Past, Present and
Future is John Higley with technical direc
tion and scenic design by Thomas Huxley,
lighting and sountl by Don Gruber and
make-up by Kenn Johnson.
The company of actors include:
Christopher Brandon, Michael Donovan,
Kenn Johnson, David Reese, Vicki Smith,
Marisa Wine and Dell Vount.
Past. Present And Future will play from
April 23-26 at 8;15 and Sunday, April 27 at
2:00, Tickets for all performances are $3 for
general admission and $1.50 for students
and senior citizens. Reservations can be
made in the Theatre Arts Department office
or by calling 887-7452, Seating is limited.

Chamber Singers
Bronze Medal
by Billy McCluskey
The CSCSB Chamber Singers, under the
direction of Dr. David Filbeck, attended their
first international Collegiate Choral Festival
in Mexico City during Easter week, and
received a bronze medal.
Samuel Adler, FYofessor of Composition
at Eastman School of Music in New York,
was among the distinguished judges.
Two colleges from South Carolina and
three other colleges from California were
also a part of this relatively new program,
organized under the auspices of the Interna
tional Musical Festival, an organization spon
soring music festivals around the world.
Nineteen students, along with ten faculty
members and family, landed in Mexico City
Wednesday April 2. Once through customs,
they checked into the beautiful Del Prado
Hotel by Alameta Park where they spent
their memorable and exciting week.
"It was a tremendously exciting educa
tional experience for the students". Dr.
Filbeck said. "We sang in the National
Cathedral of Mexico which sits right on top

of the Aztec ruins. We sat in Cortez's house,
visited the Aztec pyramids, and we had the
opportunity to sing in one of the best concert
halls in the world, Teatro Nezahualcoyotl at
the University of Mexico. We were also able
to live in a culture that is so much different
than our own."
The Chamber Singers performed by
themselves and with other colleges in
general performances. Classical works, such
as Jesu, Nieiue Freude, by J.S. Bach, as well
as sacred contemporary songs, such as
Sa/ue, Viri/is Pectoris Virgo, and Putrona
Galliae, by Julio Perceval, were among the
selections performed..
Dr. Filbeck believes that students perform
better and work closer as a unit when they
are away from their home environment. He
also feels that the Mexican people, as a
whole, are more receptive to classical music
than the people of the United States. Talk is
already beginning for a European tour next
year
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I Foreign Film Festival

Francisco Symphony under Seiji Ozawa and
the. Milwaukee Symphony under Arthur
Fiedler, the American Wind Symphony, the
New Hampshire Philharmonic and the Brlco
Symphony.
He has studied with Floyd Cooley, a tubist
with the San Francisco Symphony; Don
Heeren, a tubist with the Denver Symphony;
and Arnold Jacobs, a renowned tubist with
the Chicago Symphony.
As a soloist Johnson has performed con
certs with the University of the Pacific Wind
Ensemble, the University of Wisconsin Sym
phony Orechestra and other orchestras and
bands.
^is repertoire ranges from Bach flute
sonfrtas (performed with the tuba) and
Strauss horn concerti to early 20th century
and avant-garde literature.

The Sheep Has Five Legs

by Dawna Gregory

The Sheep Has Five Legs, a French film
,• made in 1955, is the film that will be shown
free of charge to students and community
members on Saturday, April 19. This 95
minute film directed by Henri Vernevil has
French dialogue with English subtitles.
Acclaimed by the New York Times as
"one of the cleverest and most hilarious
^ French comedies since the war," TTie Sheep
Has Five Legs features the famous French
comedian Fernandcl at his best. In fact, Fer. nandel, much to the delight of his fans, plays
i tix different roles in the film.

r
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Tuba Recital On April 23rd

A tuba recital by the Director of Bands,
Keating Johnson will be presented Wednes
day, April 23 at the college.
The program will begin at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Creative Arts Building.
General Admission is $1.50; students and
children will be admitted free,
i
The program will feature Johnson
playing a romantic concerto by Lebedev,- a
composer of the Moscow Conservatory; a
sonata by Hartley; an avant-garde work by
University of Redlands composer Barney
Childs; and finally Sonata in E Rat for flute
and harpsichord by J.S. Bach, transcribed
i for tuba by Johnson.
I
Johnson, a graduate of the University of
the Pacific and the University of Wisconsin,
has extensive background as a tubist. He has
. performed in organizations such as the San
l'

[
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Porgy And Bess
Tickets for San Bernardino Civic Light
Opera's production of George Gershwin's
musical masterpiece, "Porgy And Bess,"
which marks the first time this* musical has
been presented in the Inland Empire, are
now on sale, according to C. Dale Jenks,
Civic Light Opera general manager,
"Porgy And Bess," featuring a cast of 45,
opens for a limited engagement. May 2
through May 10, at the California Theatre of
Performing Arts, 562 West 4th St., San Ber
nardino. Curtain time for all performances is
8:15 p.m. There are no performances on
Sunday.

Big Band Era
Revived At
Disneyland
Disneyland guests wilt take a musical
journey back to America of the 1940's when
the Park presents "Make-Believe Ballroom,"
Saturday and Sunday, April 26 and 27.
Headliner Cab Calloway, known as "His
Highness of Heigh-de-ho," will offer
nostalgic tunes of the big band era such as,
"Minnie the Moocher" and "You Are the
One in My Heart" in a make-believe "live"
radio broadcast. He returns to the Park dur
ing its 25th anniversary "family reunion"
year, having previously performed at the
Magic Kingdom during the 1973 presenta
tion of "Big Band Caravan."
Also spotlighted during the staged "radio
broadcast" will be Helen Forrest, featured
singer with the bands of Harry James, Benny
Goodman and Artie Shaw, who will perform
such all-time favorites as "I Had the Craaest
Dream," "The Man I Love," "I Don't Wanta
Walk Without You, Baby" and "Someone to
Watch Over Me."

The story takes place in a small imaginary
village where the mayor has come up with
an idea to boost the town's image and attract
tourists. He plans to have a father, played by
Fernandel, reunited with his quintuplet sons
on their 40th birthday. The son's godfather is
charged with the task of bringing them
together. His search for them is an oppor
tunity to find what each has become.
TTie Sheep Has Five Legs will be
presented at 7 p.m. in PSIO.
The Foreign Film Festival is sponsored by
the Foreign Languages department, Presi
dent's Club and Associated Students.

KATHY FORTNER
PRESIDENT
PAUL A. WOODRUFF
VICE-PRESIDENT
WAYNE THIES
TREASURER

EFFECTIVE
A.S. GOVERNMENT
THROUGH
TEAMWORK

At CLO
"The staging of this phenomenal musical
classic is a first for Civic Light Opera," said
Jenks. "This Gershwin masterpiece is
seldom produced and Civic Light Opeta" iS
honored to have been given the rights to do
the show."
Jack Bunch, who recently returned from a
directing assignment in Rome, will direct this
final production of the Civic Light Opera
season.
The melodic score of "Porgy And Bess,"
includes such songs as "Summertime," "It
Ain' Necessarily So," "Oh, I Got Plenty O'
Nuttin," and "Bess, You Is My Woman
Now."
Tickets for "Porgy And Bess" are available
for all performances and can be purchased at
the Civic Light Opera Ticket Office, 2079
North E Street, San Bernardino. Tickets can
also be purchased by phoning (714)
882-2545 or 825-9452.
Tickets can also be purchased at all Mutual
Agencies.
Tomorrowland's Space Stage will host the
make-believe program, presenting a variety
of songs, dances and authentic radio com
mercials from the era with the assistance of
Disneyland's "Kid's of the Kingdom" and the
Disneyland Band, Saturday and Sunday in
1:30p.m., 4;(X) p.m. and 5:30 p.m. perfor
mances.
For dancing pleasure, Orrin Tucker and
His Orchestra, knwon for the 1939 million
seller recording of "Oh, Johnny, Oh," will
perform their own hits and renditions of
theme music from the bands of that era in
four afternoon performances at Main Street's
Plaza Gardens during the two-day event.
Disneyland guests will be able to enjoy all
the big band sounds, as well as experience
the Park's latest attraction, "Big Thunder
Mountain Railroad," during 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
operating hours for the weekend.

pU'M'tll ,l

Rock & Roll
Dance
featuring

The Best of Rock & Roll Dance Music
by

Blondie

The Beatles

The Knack

Queen

Rolling Stones

The Doors

The Cars

Beach Boys

Buddy Holly

and many, many more!
Pius A Rock & Roll

Trivia Contest
_witb plenty of prizes
It's All Yours This

THURSDAY, April 17
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
for a cost of only 50^
Procwds (if (htfr«> an? any afiur fxpunsys) will go to thv campaign of Haniu'

Maihvrs — Roclariu, vi. al
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O'Malley Wins
Two Championships
This week the venerable In
tramural participant of the week
award goes to Brennan O'Malley!
Brennan was a key player on "Dog
& Puppies" co-ed volleyball
champs and played center for the
A-Ieague Basketball champs,
"Wounded Knee's."
Brennan's situation is both uni

que and rare in intramurals; he was
involved^n two championships in
the same week.
Joe Long has your ticket, good
for some eats at the Pub, so hurry
on over, pick it up, and satisfy your
hunger courtesy of the Pub and In
tramurals! And remember maybe
you will be next!
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Clippers Cruise To B-League
Championship
The Clippers cruised to a 48-34
victory to win the 1980 B-League
basketball playoff.
In the first half it looked as
though it was going to be a
knockdown-dragout fight. Osmosis
actually led at the half, 19-18. But
in the second half the Osmosis of
fense fizzle<^ and the Clippers surg
ed ahead on the strength of John
Placentia (10 points) and Jim

Allo's (22 points) shooting.
Tim Arner (7 points) pulled
down eight rebounds while team
mate Richard Alio grabbed seven,
Benny Cunningham led Osmosis
with 17 points while winning the
war of the boards by snatching 10
rebounds in a losing cause. Cohort
Rudy Covarrubias added ten
points of his own. Jim Alio led all
scorers.

A-League Top
Scorers

1. 123 Frazier
2. 80 Boul, 80 Caffee
3. 68 Williams
4. 67 Hutchins, 67 Glasco
.5. 63 Bain
6. 61 Cahoon
7. 57 Wilson
8. 52 Wasitas
9. 51 Fultorv, 51 Charicsworth
10. 50 Walsh
11. 46 Duncan
12. 45 Smith
13. 38 Mcintosh
14. 36 Rhodes

Average Per |
Game — A-Leaguc
:5'r2Vr:iS

-

.

Thepublichas
demanded that the
Bull be put behind bars.
IfevJ

y..

1. Freaier 17.5
2. Caffee 16.0
3. Williams 13.6
4. Hutchins 13.4
5. Bain 12.6
6. Boul 11.42
7. Wilson 11.4
8. Glasco 11.1
9. Fulton 10.2, Charlesworfl
10. Cahoon 10.17
11. Smith 9.0, Rhodes 9.0
12. Wasitas 8.6
13. Walsh 8.3
14. Mcintosh 7.6'
15. Duncan 7.5

B-League Top
Scorers
1. 89 Cunningham
2. 87 Price
3. 83 Estrada
4. 79 J. Alto
5. 77 Stewart, Esposito
6. 75 Placentia
•7. 67 Coverrubias
8. 65 Arner
9. 60 Trourilly
10. 59 Cappell
11. 53 Browne
12. 52 Oliver
13. 51 R. Knowlton
-14. 50 Ehrler
15. 47 Trujillo
16. 41 Builington
17. 38 Shawnan
18. 36 Shaawh, S, Knowlton
19. 35 Tyber, Landrus
20. 33 Jager, Smith, McMahon'

Average Per
Game
B-Leagtt

-'v^

':-kr,-S-

tficTT^t time to f^akei^e break from beerto Bufl.BMause no\\ . ^
Schlitz
liquor is on t^, And anyone who's tried the smooth, £
distinctive taste of the Bull can testify to its many arresting qualities. So why
not try Schiitz Malt Liquor on tap: We're sure of what the verdict will be:-

Don't Say Beer.Say Bull On Ibp!
•«ch£ttz Srtwt'ii, < V.

I'-'

1. Stewert 15.4
2. Esposito 12.8
3. Cunningham 12.7
4. Price 12.4
5. Trourilly 12.0
6. Estrada 11.85
7. Cappel 11.8
8. J. Alio 11.2
9. Placentia 10.7
10. Browne 10.6
11. R. Knowlton 10.2
12. Ehrler 10.0
13. Coverrubias 9.57
14. Trujillo 9.4
15. Arner 9.2
16. Tyber 8.75
17. Bulhngton 8.2
18. Shawnan 7,6
19. S. Knowlton 7.2
20. Shaawh 7.2
21. McQuire 7.0
22. Landrus 7.0
23. Jager 6.6
24. McMahon 6.6
25. Johnson 6.2
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Wounded Knees Win Squeakers
In Pursuit Of Championship
by John Flathers

From Out In Left Field
Softball Organizes
lO'Person
Cretin Trucks — Del Rosa is ready to defend the title they won last
year. Paul Lemire's powerline is said to be ready to try again to take it
away. Also rumors are floating around that Shandin has put together a
team that is ready to challenge both. It should be an interesting quarter.
Presently, there are 5 teams signed up in both the Coyote (4:00) and
Rattlesnake (2:30) leagues. If you want to play and can't find a team,
organize one of your own. There are still two openings for teams in the
early bird (1:00) league.
Coed
Nine teams have signed up so far. There are still openings for in
dividuals or teams. Shandin Crazyhouse, last year's runners up has rebuilt
and is hoping for another shot at Cretin Trucks. This year's team is called
Cretin Trucks — Oxnard. Also reports of darkhorses practicing in the hot
sun are coming in. It should be an exciting season.
LADIES SLOWPITCH
Joe Long and the Intramurals dept. are trying to organize a Ladies'
slowpitch league for the first time. Sonja Jackson and Rhonda Booth
have both organized teams with two more in the offing.
If you are a girl and would like to play, (desire, not ability, counts), call
Dan Kapulsky in Badger Dorm at 887-7425. It should be a fun league.
VOLLEYBALL TRIPLES
Only one team has signed up for volleyball triples. This is a fun game
that is easy to get into, you only have to find 2 more people to play. Get
involved!
Injury Report
Jeff Frazier, who is as adept at softball as he is at basketball, dislocated his shoulder during softball class. Hope it's not serious. Mike Smith, on
whose team he was playing, has been seen in the Pub everynight since the
incident. Mike was crying in his beer about losing a centerfielder and wan
ting to beat John Flather's team soooo bad. Get well Mike and Jeff.
Information
For more info on these programs or intramurals call 7564 or see the in
tramural bulletin board across from the equipment room in the gym. Or
better yet, the next time you see someone wearing an intramural cham
pionship T-shirt, ask him or her about the program. Get involved! In
tramurals are fun. 25 percent of the student body can't be wrong!
•>John Flathers

intramural Schedule
TIME &

DATE

Tues., Apr. 15

Wed., April 16

Thurs. Apr.17
Fri., Apr. 18

ACTIVITIES

Entry deadline and
meeting for co-ed tennis
doubles
Entry deadline and
meeting for lO-person SoftbzJl
Women's Softball
Coed Tennis Doubles
10-person softball

PLACE

4p.mPE 122

3 p.m. PE122
4 p.m.. Fields
4 p.m., Courts
1 p.m. Fields

in the first of three quarter-final
A-league playoff match-ups the
3-pointers won a close, suspense
filled upset over their previous
nemesis: the Black Knights.
In a game that was close
throughout, the 3-Pointers stung
the Knights by managing an 18-13
halftime lead. Ivan Glasco was in
strumental in the victory, making
nine of his twelve points in the se
cond half and collecting three of
four points from the charity line.
Chester Mcintosh (12 points) led a
late second half resurgence by the
Knights but his effort was to no
avail.
With the score 41-39, Seakerise
Tuatoo went to the free throw line
to shoot two. He made both to ap
parently tie it up but James
Williams was called for a lane viola
tion to nullify the point. The
final,42-40, 3-Pointers.
James Williams led all scorers
with twenty while the Pointer's
Cahoon and Duncan nabbed 13
and 11 respectively.
In another quarter-final match,
the Holy Ones cruised to a 59-49
victory over Lloyd's Army. The
Holies played good team ball. Rob
bie Wilson (Mister Inside) and Scott
Charlesworth (Mister Outside)
were both red hot with 19 points
each. All the "ones" were solid on
defense as well. Bill Bain and the
Army did make a run at the Victwslate in the game when he sank
three straight 3-Pointers. Bain led
all Army scorers with 15 points
followed by Randy Crawford with

won a game, played their best
defense of the year. Darryl
LaChance kicked off the exit derby
by fouling out first to be followed
by Jack Ainsworth, and A1
Largione. At one point it was five
knees against four aspirins. Then
Dave Favorite of the Knee's was
called for two technicals and
ejected. It was now 4 on 4. Ski
Kazmierski's departure made it 4
on 3 in favor of the Knee's. Then
Brennan O'Malley decided to take
a look at the bench which evened it
up at 3-3,
For the last straw, A1 Largionie
left to make it three knee's against
Mike Smith and Joe Long. Behind
by five, Mike Smith made a 3-point
play to close the score by 2 with
five seconds to go.
A Jeff Frazier pass to Bob Boul
ran out the clock for a final score of
36-34.
The main reason for the
closeness of the game stemmed
from the fact that the Knee's only
took advantage of 6 of 20 free
throws. Jeff Frazier, of the Knees,
led all scorers with 16. Mike Smith
led the Aspirins lyith eleven points
and an acute case of heartburn.
In an uneventful semi-final
game, the Holy Ones waltzed to a
52-37 victory over the 3-Pointers.
It was never close due to very con
sistent scoring from tfje "ones".
The Holy defense just shut off
the 3-pointers offensive efforts. On
the other hand, the Holy Ones ex' cellent outside shooting burned the
nets. Ivan Glasco and Cahoon
10.
both scored 12 in a futile effort
The way whistles were sounding^
while Robbie Wilson and Scott
during the Bare Aspirins —
Charlesworth again teamed for 14
Wounded Knees quarter-final,
apiece. Kirby Walsh added ten of
you'd think that twenty Playboy
his own for the winners.
Playmates were strutin their stuff.
In the other semi-f nal game, it
But sadly, it was only the referee's
was the Jeff and Wayne show. Jeff
whistles. A record 41 fouls were
Frazie was hot for Wounded
called during the course of the con
Knees, sinking fou. 3-Pointers,
test.
three field goals, an seven free
These interruptions marred an
throws. The halftirr ^ score was
unbelievable and almost spec
20-17 in favor of Aches and Pains
tacular near upset of the eventual
but they lost the lead in ensuring
champs. The game was close the
mele' of the second half. A & P
whole way. Wounded Knee's, a
came from behind in the second
running team, were never able to
half on the hot hand of Wayne
pick up the tempo because of the
Hutchins, 10 of 19 for 20 points.
• amount of whistles being blown.
A & P's Dexter Caffee was un
Bare Aspirins, who had never
characteristically ice coad getting

YOU^n hetp fiU a vUai need
That could save someones LIFE?

MHoneer Melasma
Center
588 w 6th fr»»m
San Bernardino
, across from Pioneer park

888-4174

Donate Mood piasma wfith no work and
little bother and earn up to $100.00
per month

For infomuUion
and appointnent

coil

only four second half points.
Usually outstanding Jeff Foulton
was also iced over. He only col
lected six fir^ half points. The big
gest single factor in the game was
fouls. Wounded Knee's, the vic
tors, committed only two shooting
fouls.
Conversely A & P committed 26
shooting fouls which the Knee's
cashed in for nine points. The last
minutes of the game displayed
some of the best basketball played
this year. After Bob O'Brien and
Bob Stein fouled out, Wayne Hutchins popped a 15-footer from the
baseline to put Aches and Pains up
by one, 35-34.
Wounded Knees brought the
ball up court and passed off to Jeff
Freizier who attempted a turn
around jumper that missed. A
mele' ensued for the rebound
resulting in a jump ball. Brennan
O'Malley tipped the ball to Bob
Boul who passed off to Jeff Frazier
for another try. Even though he
was closely guarded, Jeff put up a
3-point desperation shot from 25
feet out that swished right through.
It might be interesting to note that
Jeff did the same thing last year
against Tokay in the playoffs play
ing for the Choirboys. Frazier and
Hutchins led all scorers. Bob Boul
scored six with some very timely
rebounds.
Holy Ones shot 23 percent from
the field. That line tells the story of
this disappointingly lackluster
A-league championship. The Holy
One's vaunted offense couldn't get
off the ground z^ainst the Wound
ed Knee's better balanced attack
(43 percent from the floor). An ex
cellent defense by the Knee's stifled
the Holy Ones. The Holy Ones
couldn't get the ball inside to Rob
bie Wilson and they could not
throw it in from outside. The Knees
led at the half 27-9.
Bob Boul dominated the boards
for the Knees forcing Robbie
Wilson to foul out. The Holy Ones
just couldn't stop the Wounded
Knees running game. Jeff Wasitas
and Dave Prozanski both had eight
for the Holies. Bob Boul led all
scorers with 17, Jeff Frazier had 14
and Tom Favorite scored 9 for the
champs. Final 50-32.

from

HirerMe

784-1654

'^ide Pfasma
Center
3605 Merrill
Riverside

From East To West
Self contained and un-assured she stands
talking to the stars while reaching for the moon's
amorphous face. Like alt, she'll settle for a single
change in height 1 hope. While flinging flarhing
clovers spreading a light beyond and into
a circle where death looms bright in hope
of few scanning luminous deceits. . .
^
naming hair heralds a generous
distribution of fiery cobalt clouds,
death by pale beneath glow,
lowing delivered penance alive
in a failure to achieve the clistant. - ,

^

;

Why climb a hill when you can
pluck the stars and feel the mirthful
unfulfilled excitement of missing
the moon, on having it skip unschathed
between awkward hands.that burn interminably
from embarrassment, more so than heat.
And look up to see a pensive, thoughtful
cratcred face who never mentioned her.
But oh the sights and breaths away
that struggling up the hill reveal
to an eye jaded with lust and blind ccstacy.
And if I look away, will that act cause me
to betray whatever self-respecting face 1
have to go without a trace?
I don't know and little care for the lovely
challenging dare which will cause my final flight
into the song that bids goodnight.
Mark A. Kemenovich

Awake
Shake dreams from your hair
My pretty child, my sweet one
Choose the day and choose the sign of your day
The day's divinity
First thing you see
;A vast radiant b^ach in a cool jeweled moon
Couples naked race down by its quiet side
And we laugh like soft, mad children
Smug in the wooly cotton brains of infancy.
The Music and voices are ail around.
Unknown

In Commemoration of

Relations
Between her breasts
Lies many mens requests
And on the other hand
How good is their plan
He wants only to jump in ove
Her painted toenails and necklace
She wants to hold his backside
And forget what day it was
When, his reasoning is correct
He predeteVmines his consciousness
To be under her control
For several hundred million stimulations
Shark

Conflict
The air is thick with anger
- ..i
The silence fills with dread
Each body pulses the danger
Of the conflict, to which they're led.
Trumpets voice a brassy sound
The masses move to the fore
A thunder shakes the very ground
And clashes of men spew gore.
The horses cry their anger
The men shout their pain
There strains the strangler
When the masses charge again.

Approximately 200 examples of exotic and
luxurious porcelains, furniture, textiles, pain
tings, and wallpaper, produced in China and
Japan from the 17th through the 19th cen
tury specifically for European and American
markets and tastes, is on view at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art. This exhibit
is in the Decorative Arts Gallery, on the fourth
level of the Ahmanson Gallery.
The exhibition documents the impact of the
China trade on American and European taste
as colorful, ornate Asian goods began to ap
pear in Western homes. Conversely, the ef
fects of American and European tastes on
Chinese and Japanese expoh items will be
shown. Among the objects in the. exhibition
are a set of four rare early 19th-century
gouache paintings depicting the "hongs"
(warehouses) of Canton and other ports, an
18th-century punch bowl decorated with an
English hunting scene, a cider jug combining
the Western element of a pseudo-armorial
crest with an Eastern Fo dog, selections from
an 89 piece, mid-18th-century arrnorial ser
vice displaying the arms of Bourchier. em
broidered and painted Chinese fabrics, and
lacquer ware game and work boxes.
The exhibition will be open to the public
through June 29. Admission to the Museum

Senior Art Show
Features Lenticular
Clouds

A senior art show featuring paintings and
prints of lenticular clouds will go on display
in Gallery two on Tuesday, April 22.
The swords re-flash the sun's light
Community members are invited to attend
Then arisr— dripping a suhrtse red
the opening receptfbn that night at 7 p.m.
As overall swirls the multi-fight
Presenting the show will be Melissa MunO'er the trampled dead.
son Cavette, senior art major from
Redlands.
Then passes the mark of noon
The show features a variety of sky scenes
The strife surges on, on the plain
highlighted by lenticular clouds of various
The wounded cry for a boon
shapes and colors. All were taken from
Then get death for their pain.
photographs shot in the desert.
"1 have a fascination with these particular
The day fades from the field
cloud formations for some time and thought
Where the masses did their strain
they would make excellent subjects for the
And none did their place to yield
art show," she explained.
Yet, there Death laughs his victory refrain
"These cloud formations featured in the
exhibit are very sensuous and quite
Thomas L. Huxley III
colorful."
The work has a slightly abstract touch and
many of the prints feature double images
through the use of overlays, she added.
the College's
The show will continue through May 6.
Thfe hours for this whos in Gallery Two,
located in the Fine Arts Building, are
Monday-Friday, from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

is $1 for adults, 50 cents for senior citizens
and students with l.D. and young people 5 to
17. Museum members attd children under 5
are admitted free. Museum admission is free
to all visitors on the second Tuesday of every
month; hours on these free days only are
noon to 9 p.m. Regular hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday,
and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The Museum
is located at 5905 Wilshlre Boulevard, two
blocks east of Fairfeix Avenue.

Senior Show Features
Performance Art
When Art Major Robert Leroy presents his
senior show on Wednesday. April 16, the
following day there will be nothing left for
people to see.
The show which will be offered only once
at 8 p.m. in the multipurpose room of the
Student Union, involves an art form popular
in the 1960's and now experiencing a
revival.
It's called performance art and as Leroy
says "instead of presenting static work, it is
art which involves audience and artist par
ticipation."
The show, titled "Round Three," will
feature the use of film, slides and an actual
boxing march between the artist and another
fighter.
The theme of the show is violence, and
how people become involved in it, either
willingly or unwillingly." he said.
"When you walk by a fight in the street
you become involved in it just by watching."
he said, as an example.
"The reactions and involvement of the au
dience during the show will play a very im
portant rold in the overall presentation," he
added.
Community members and students are in
vited to attend at no charge.

Artists Resume And
Portfolio Workshop
All art majors are encouraged to attend a
Resume and Portfolio Workshop presented
by mark Mayuga, design instructor at
CSCSB. This workshop will be held at noon.
Wed. April 16 in FA 104 (Fine Arts
Building), and is sponsored by the Art Club.

15TH ANNIVERSARY

The PawPrint will publish a Special Supplement on April 22
You can put your

Personal Greetings or Business Ad
in this Special Supplement at

Special Anniversary Issue Rates
Personal Greetings are:
$5 {l"h

x

2V2"

) or $10 (21/2" h x 5" w}

w

Display Ads are:
$15 (1/8 page) $25 (V4 page) $35 (Va page) $50 (V2 page)
$65 (2/3 page) $100 (full page)

reserve space, contact us
You can mail your ad, along with payment, to
The PawPrint, California State College, 5500 State College Parkway,
San Bernardino California 92407

I

or call 887-7497

Hamilton Landscape
Photographs Shown At
ARCO Center
About a dozen sepia-toned landscapes by
San Francisco photographer David
Hamilton is on display at the ARCO Center
for Visual Art, Los Angeles.
Hamilton, 33, uses an antique, largeformat view camera to depict scenes which
are either panoramas or close-ups of natural
objects. All.of the works show California
landscapes.
The display will continue through April
26.
Locater*
B level of Atlantic Richfield
Plaza, 505 S. Flower St., the ARCO Center
for Visual Art is open Monday through Fri
day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free
and validated parking is available.

Comprehensive Examinations
In Education
Saturday, May 10. 1980
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Bioiolgy Building 105
For iniormation contact:
Dr. Person at 887-7782

April 15,1980

CLASSIFIED
The foflowing jobs are available at the
time the PawPrint goes to press and are
off campus unless otherwise indicated.
For more information, please contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center.
SS-116.

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST: Student need•-ed to run the front office, post ledgers and
take and confirm appointments from 4
PM-g PM on Monday thru Thursday and
from 1PM-5PM on Fridays. Position is in
San Bernardino and pays $4 per hour. No.
340
WOMEN'S FITNESS INSTRUCTOR: PE
major or minor is needed to conduct a
fitness class on Monday thfCUgh Thursday
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. You would
split the class fees No. 339

Clara Booth Luca'a Law: No good deed

"Now couldn't be a better time" to

goes unpunished.

check out Army ROTC available to
CSCSB students. CPT. Jim Bush will
be on campus each Monday this
quarter in room 160 of the Student
Services Building. Call. 382-3260 for
an appointment or drop by on Mon
day from 10 until 1. No obligation, of

STUDENT ASSISTANT WAGES paid for
people to work at the Associated Student
Election Polls in the Spring Quarter. Con
tact Elections Committee in the
Associated Students Qtlice

on any subject Is Inversely proportional to
the subject's true value.

Expariancad Typlat. iViii be glad to type
your college papers, theses, resumes, etc.
Accurately and on time.
Call: 886-2509 (bet. 10 & 2)
866-6262 (other times)
Mrs. Smith

LIQUOR CLERK; Student is needed to
stock and operate cash register in a liquor
store evenings — days and hours to be ar
ranged. The position pays $3.10 per hour.
NO. 301

ROOMMATE: For large two bedroom
house in Arrowbear Lake. Private-bath.
$200 per month. Gail 867-7290 after 6 p.m.
or at work at 888-6631 and ask for Dick

SImon'a Law: Everything put together,
sooner or later falls apart.

Rock-N-Roll
To Stir Your Soul
On The Radio
. . . 095FhA
Clyda'a Law: t1 you have something to do.
and you put it off long enough, chances
are someone else will do it for you.

Gold.

THE PAWPRINT will accept personals tor

15 REBATE. 73 Vette, 4 speed. A/C. 350

a special section of the classifieds. Cost is
$1. Put the words you fear to say In print,
we do.

engine, cherry, 45.000 original miles.
$6,800 Call 887-9332 or 9321. Se Habia
Espanol.

WANTED: Introduction to Business Data
Processing by Onlla text ar>d Study Gujde.
Call Kay at 875-0304 after 5 p.m.

AstrolOQy Law: It's always the wrong
time of the month.

YAMAHA ELECITtIC PIANO. CP 30
Dual keyboard settings Three outputs.
Various tone controls
$1500. Call
882-3565 or 883-3211

Local Anesthesia Law. Ne^r say oops in
the operating room.

Clopton's Law: For every credibility gap
there is a gullibility gap

WANTED!! Student Reps, for Faculty
Senate Committee. Apps. available at Ac
tivities office and Union Desk.
Last week's Seatle trivia question was
too easy Several people got it right away,
including Howard Sulkin, James Lyneand
Mike McCarthy. The answer: ft was the''
White Album that did not have any cuts
released as singles. Now. try answering
this question- What is the exact date that
Paul McCartney announced that the
Beatles were breaking up?

HOUSEMATE WANTED $200 per month
utilities paid, must be non-smoker: must
like dogs Contact C'em early mornings
and weekends at 883-0718

HOUSESITTING POSITION WANTED: I
am an honorably discharged veteran with
live years experience as a security
policeman I am a graduate of the U S Air
Force Security Police Academy I am
available immediately but can wait till the
tjeginning ot the summer quarter to start.
Call Chuck at 887-7423 Leave message if
I m not m
HELP WANTED: A secretary to the AS
Board of Directors Apply in the A S Office
by April 22 198G Salary is S30 per month.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, ApriMS

y

AS Board. 8-9. St' Senate
Acrobatics Club, 6:45-9. Gym

Wednesday, April 16
Art Club. 12-1. FA-104
Acct. Assn.. 12-1. LC-500N
Psi Chi, 12 to 1. SU Rm A
George Finlzio. 12-2, SU Patio
DSS Rap Session. 3-4:30, SU Rm A
Volleyball Club. 6-45-8. Gym

Thursday, Aprill 7
Christian Life Club. 1 to 2. SU Senate
Woodpushers Anonymous. 7 to midnight.
SU RM A
Rock & Roll Dance, 9-2. SUMP

Friday, April 16
BSU. 11-12. SU Senate
Polklofico, 12-1. SUMP
AS Film: ••Psycho"._6 and 9. SUMP

Saturday. April 19
ESCAPE Fishing Derby, 1-5. Glen Helen
Park
"The Sheep Has Five Legs". 7-10. PS-10

Sunday, April 20
College Preview. 2-4, SU Senate

Monday, April 21
Committee for Clubs. 12-1, SU Senate
Candidates Forum. 1-3. SU Patio
S V Food Committee. 5-6, C-125
Folklonco, 8-10, SUMP

Clovqiand's Highway Law: Ffighways in
the worst need of repair naturally have low
traffic counts, which results in low priority
tor repair work.

STUDENT HELPERS NEEDED to assist
the Anniversary Committee as information
aides, barbecue helpers, or child care
workers Volunteers will receive a free
CSCSB T-shirt. C^ll the Activities Office.
SS-122, for more info at 887-7407.

Desk (887-7757).

For
VICE-PRESIDENT

PEAVEY DEUCE AMP.Two tens Half
solid stale Halt tubes Excellent condition.
$250 Call 882-3565 or 883-3211.

HOME ADDRESSERS WANTED. $500
per week possible. No . experience re
quired
A.S D . P O Drawer 140069. Dallas Texas
75214

SKI BOOTS AND SKIIS. Boots are size
11; skiis are 180 em's SllO or will trade.
Call (714) 780-9170.

BUSINESS OPPORRTUNITY Would you
like a business of your own? You don't
need an office to start Begin at home. Full
or part time. Ideal for husband and wife
teams. Clali T Markley in Fonfana at
350-2194 No obligation
Inertia Law: Given enough time, what you
put off. going today will eventually get'
done by it sell.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Busy, studious,
independent person Icioking for same or
similar to share 2 bedroom. 2 bathroom
luxury apartment $130 per month and V?
utilities and deposit. Gail 883-3297 (rom 9
to 11 a m

The California State Student Association (CSSA) haa a Developmental Diractor
(fundraiser) Position open.
The qualifications lor ttie position are as follows:
1. Experience and/or training in grant writirtg.
2. Oral communication skills and persuasive
abilities necessary for soliciting cash
donations from individuals.
3. Some research skills.
4. Two years of postsecondary aducation or
equivalent work experience.
5. Indivfduai will have to be able to relocate to the
Sacramento area and t>e wlllit>g to travel
occasionally.
The Development Director raises funds for Caiifomia Slate Students Associetfon
and hs ttre following responsibifities:
1. Write any and all grants CSSA wishes to pursue
2. Organize block bookings ot speakers at CSUC
Campuses.
3. Write proposals tor cash donations.
4. Coordinate system-wide film discounts.
5. Submit monthly reports to the executives ot the
CSSA.
6. Work at least 40 hours per week.
_
Applications and further intormatidn are available in the Associated Student's Of
fice in the Student Union. Application deadline is May 8, 1980.

John Carpenter
couldnt oecide between
Marine Biology
and Law.
His counselor
could hcnre helped.
If he'd only asked. You see, that's what counselors
are for. They can help you plan your career before
you graduate. Which Is precisely the topic of our
next issue of "Insider"—the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how counselors can help take the
mystery out of planning a successful career. By
figuring out what you're best suited for... and then
helping you go after it. Success doesn't have to
be a big secret—if you plan it right.
'And while you're checking out the next Issue of
"Insider," be sure to check out Ford's exciting
lineup for 1980. They've got some great ideas for
getting you wherever you're going, in style.

"liisl<ler>'-Ford'i continuing series off
college newspaper suppiomenffs is coming
next week. LOOK for iff.

FORD

Tuaaday, April 21
Earth Day, 10-2, SUMP
Tin->e Capsule Opening, Noon. Flagpole
Acrobatics Qub. 6:45-9, Gym
Additional Calendar information is
available at the Student union Reception

Page 19

SANDY
CASE

FOR SALE: TEXTBOOKS for Inter
disciplinary Studies 366, Greek and
Roman Philosophy class. Half price. Also
art supplies. Call 664-2915 evenings.

inverse Appreciation Law: The less there
is between you and the environment, the
more you appreciate the environment.

The PawPrint

VOTE

Pottar'a Law: The amount of flak received

ALARM MONITOR: Burglar Alarm Com
pany needs a student to work in the office
monitoring a silent alarm system from 4
p.m. to 12 midnight on Saturday and Sun
days. Position is in Highland and pays
$3.30 per hour. No, 338.

Cal«iid«r, Classlffiad

FORD DIVISION

Budweiser
presents...
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WATCH THE TASTEBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON

"SATURDAY NiGHT LIVE/"

